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Current State of COVID-19 in the United States






Why is there a racial disparity?
https://sitn.hms.harvard.edu/flash/2020/racial-disparities-in-covid-19/
What is an Agent-based Model?










● get tested for COVID-19
● etc.
What is an Agent-based Model?
Dynamic interactions of the many individual 
behaviors of these agents 
Trends and patterns of COVID-19 












● Number of Hospital Beds
● Population Density
Above average community: 
































What is the effect of 







Without testing, we underestimate the number of 
cases by 1028 cases
~123 Cases ~40 Cases
1028 Cases
1028 Cases
Without testing, we underestimate the 
effectiveness of wearing a mask 
Summary




● Number of Hospital Beds
● Population Density
2. Without sufficient testing, we underestimate
● true number of COVID-19 cases
● the importance of wearing a mask
Future Questions
● What is the bare minimum that policy makers need to do to curb COVID-19?
● What is the most efficient way to vaccinate to minimize hospitalizations and 
deaths?
● How should demographic factors of a community influence policy interventions for 
COVID-19?
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